COED SIXES
King Louie’s Coed Sixes will use USA Volleyball Indoor rules with Modified House Rules
HOUSE RULES
Best of 3 matches will consist of 2 sets to 21(cap 23), third set 15(cap 17)
Teams may play with a minimum of 4 players, no more than 3 guys and no less than 2 girls
A female must play the ball if a team contacts the ball more than one time during an offensive action
Penetration under the net is allowed provided you do not interfere with your opponent
Posts will act as the antenna, balls must be completely inside the posts to be in play
Pursuit of the ball across the court past the center line is not allowed
Teams have a five minute grace period for each set before a forfeit
For Safety of Everyone, do not enter any other court of play, if a player touches the line of another court
the play will be blown dead, unless the nearby court is completely empty
QUADS
King Louie’s Quads will use USA Volleyball Beach Doubles rules with Modified House Rules
HOUSE RULES
Best of 3 matches will consist of 2 sets to 21(cap 23), third set 15(cap 17)
No open hand tipping
Double Contacts are only permitted when a ball is hard driven or there is a short reaction time
Do not set the serve
Blocks do not count as a touch
Rotating is not necessary except for service
All players are considered front row
Teams may play with minimum 2, maximum 4 players
Penetration under the net is allowed provided you do not interfere with your opponent
Posts will act as the antenna, balls must be completely inside the posts to be in play
Pursuit of the ball across the court past the center line is not allowed
Teams have a five minute grace period for each set before a forfeit
For Safety of Everyone, do not enter any other court of play, if a player touches the line of another court
the play will be blown dead, unless the nearby court is completely empty
DOUBLES
All King Louie’s Doubles Events will use USA Volleyball Doubles rules with as listed Below
http://www.teamusa.org/~/media/USA_Volleyball/Documents/2015/2015-Junior-Beach-Tour/BeachVolleyball-QuickGuide-5282015.pdf
Absolutely no Outside Alcohol allowed on the Premises!
Please do not question the judgement of our referees, they are doing their best job to officiate the
game.
If there is any question concerning Rules or Referees judgement please see Mike McCaskill

